activity may vary over space; that is, predictor variables may operate differently in different locations, even within an urban area (Baller, Anselin, Messner, Deane, & Hawkins, 2001; Fotheringham, Charlton, & Brunsdon, 2001 ). This may be especially relevant in policy studies, where there is growing recognition that understanding the context of crime-the where and when of criminal events-is key to understanding how crime can be controlled and prevented. Crime studies that highlight local variations-local contexts of crime-will likely have more relevance to real-world policy applications. Empirically, if these variations in causal processes do exist and are not accounted for, the statistical model will be inaccurate (Baller et al., 2001) .
Finally, exploring spatial data in ecological studies of crime can be useful even if the existence of local processes is not theoretically supported. Recognizing that localized trends in spatial data can affect the accuracy of a global model by reducing its explanatory power in some areas provides an impetus for exploration of the spatial patterns. Assuming a global model does exist, an exploration of spatial patterns in the data can help determine whether a global model is misspecified-whether the model is missing important predictor variables or if a spatial term should be included in the model-which would improve the accuracy of the global model in explaining crime levels across the study area. The present study examines covariates of violent crime in Portland, Oregon. In doing so, this study is not unique; examples of this type of research abound in the literature (e.g., Ackerman, 1998; Cahill & Mulligan, 2003; Harries, 1995; Messner & Tardiff, 1985; Sampson & Groves, 1989) . Instead, the present study emphasizes the possible spatial variation in crime measures and their covariates by presenting a local analysis of crime using geographically weighted regression (GWR) and comparing the results to a global ordinary least squares (OLS) model. The GWR method estimates parameters for all sample points in the data set, taking into account the nonstationarity of relationships. The results demonstrate the utility of such an analysis for exploring local processes that drive crime levels and examining misspecification of a global model of urban violence. Before discussing both the global OLS model and the GWR results, however, a brief review of the theoretical perspectives employed is presented.
Crime and Communities Perspective
Ecological research is founded on the idea that understanding the characteristics of places-including physical and social measures-that affect the number of targets and offenders in an area is necessary to an understanding of the causes of crime. Theoretically, studies of this nature have been informed by two somewhat different perspectives: (a) social control-disorganization theory and (b) routine activities theory. Although the two schools of thought are closely related, an important distinction can be made. Social control-disorganization theory focuses on the ability (or lack thereof) of residents of some geographic unit (e.g., a neighborhood) to come together to achieve a common goal, such as reducing predatory crime (Sampson, 1997 (Sampson, , 1999 . Alternatively, routine activities theory focuses on the presence of opportunities for crime in an area, as shaped by residents' daily activities and determined by the spatial and temporal intersection of three key elements: suitable targets, motivated offenders, and the lack of any capable guardians (Cohen & Felson, 1979; Miethe & Meier, 1994) . Wilcox, Land, and Hunt (2003) integrate the two theories into a Cahill, Mulligan / Geographically Weighted Regression and Local Crime Patterns 175 "multicontextual opportunity theory" that recognizes the context of crime as essential to an understanding of crime patterns.
The opportunity framework considers both individual and structural influences on criminal opportunity. Social structures affect criminal opportunity by influencing the routine activities of residents and visitors and by affecting the sociodemographic makeup of places, such as income and education levels, family stability, employment patterns, and age and demographic structures. The structural characteristics and routine activity patterns of individuals and areas in turn influence the crime profile of a place, which can vary over time with changes in structure and activity.
Taking a classical stance on motivation, Wilcox et al. (2003) assume all individuals in a bounded locale (place) to be motivated offenders. Thus, at the individual level, exposure and proximity to other individuals in a particular place is assumed to increase risk of individual victimization. At the environmental level, exposure to the motivated offender population is a function of population density (i.e., the higher the population density, the higher one's exposure to motivated offenders). The authors also distinguish between those motivated offenders who reside in an area ("resident motivated offender") and those who come to the area for other reasons (e.g., work, school, shopping, recreation; "ephemeral motivated offenders"). These populations can be thought of as functions of land use in the area. Furthermore, under this conceptualization, targets can be objects or individuals. Capable guardians are also individuals, but guardianship is affected not only by the simple number of people in a place but also by the ability of the population in that place to effect social control and prevent crime. In particular, disadvantage can decrease the level of social control operating in an area by restricting the ability of residents to mobilize resources. The mobilization of resources plays an important role in the exertion of social control and the ability of residents to organize to address problems, including violence.
In light of the GWR application in the present study, only the environmental contexts of crime in Portland will be considered. Thus, although not providing a complete test of theory, this study will nonetheless contribute to an understanding of ecological aspects of criminal events. The main postulates of the theory are operationalized into several structural measures, discussed below.
Crime Data and Structural Measures
Violent crime data (including homicide, sexual assault, robbery, and aggravated assault) were collected from the Portland Bureau of Police for the years 1998 to 2002. The location and date of each reported crime was collected, and those data were geocoded and aggregated to the census block group level. Frequencies of crime for each category were averaged over the 5 years in the study period to control for anomalous years when there may have been an unexplained spike or fall in crime rates. The log of violent crime rates is used as the dependent variable in both the OLS and GWR models.
The spatial distribution of violence rates is shown in Figure 1 . 1 The highest rates are clustered in the downtown area and along the northern edge of the city. In addition, there are pockets of high rates on the eastern side of the city. The map of violence rates in Figure 1 also shows some key elements in the geography of Portland. Namely, there are several main highways, the Willamette River, and a light-rail system that serve to divide the city into five distinct sectors (northwest, west, south, east, and north). The city's downtown is located on the western banks of the Willamette River and encircled by Interstate Highways 5 and 405. A light-rail system generally follows Interstate Highway 84, cutting west-east across the center of the city. Higher levels of violence appear to flank the interstate highways throughout the city, even through areas that are highly affluent, such as the southwestern tip of the city, where higher violence levels are clustered along Interstate 5.
Based on the 2000 census and the theoretical framework, several structural measures were examined for use in the regression modeling at the block group level. A measure of disadvantage used here was proposed by Massey (2001) in his discussion of the growing economic segregation of both poor and affluent families. Sociologists have recently turned more attention to concentrated affluence, investigating the idea that affluence is more significant than simply being "not disadvantaged." Instead, much as Wilson (1987) argued that living in a disadvantaged neighborhood compounded the effects of disadvantage, living in affluent neighborhoods can compound the effects of affluence (Brooks-Gunn, Duncan, Kato, & Sealand, 1993; Massey, 1996) . Affluent neighborhoods may produce protective characteristics based on access to and mobilization of various resources (Morenoff, Sampson, & Raudenbush, 2001 ). Massey's (2001) essay on the neighborhood effects literature suggested that concentrated disadvantage and affluence represent two ends of a continuum and thus are highly (negatively) correlated and should not be included in statistical models as separate measures. To accommodate this, he proposed the Index of Concentration at the Extremes (ICE), calculated as the number of affluent families minus the number of poor families, divided by the total number of families. For this research, affluence is defined as families with incomes greater than $50,000, the median income level in Portland, and poor is defined as families with incomes less than $15,000, an approximate poverty threshold. The use of $50,000 as the lower bound of the affluence measure follows the previous research of Morenoff and colleagues (2001) and is similar to the threshold used by Kubrin and Stewart (2006) in their work on recidivism in Multnomah County, Oregon. The index has a theoretical range of -1 to 1, where -1 identifies areas where all families are poor and 1 identifies areas where all families are affluent. A 0 value identifies areas with an equal share of poor and affluent families.
Other measures of the level of social control, or guardianship, in an area are residential stability, racial heterogeneity, proportion of single-person households, and level of family disruption (Wilcox et al., 2003) . Stability is measured as the percentage of residents who lived in the same residence in 1995. The heterogeneity index used here "takes into account both the relative size and number of groups in the population" (Sampson & Groves, 1989, p. 784) and is equal to 1 -Σp i 2 , where p i is the proportion of each racial group in the population. The index has a theoretical range of 0 to 1, where 1 indicates maximum heterogeneity. In practice, however, the upper limit of the index is equal to 1 -1/n, where n is the number of racial groups. For this research, seven racial groups defined by the U.S. census are included, and the practical upper limit of the index is 0.86. Family disruption (or lack thereof) is measured by the proportion of married families in the area.
Other structural measures suggested by the opportunity framework indirectly measure the availability of targets and offenders. These are population density (persons per square kilometer), a land-use measure that indicates the percentage of land put toward commercial or multiple uses (i.e., residential and commercial), and a dummy variable that indicates whether there is a light-rail stop in the area. These measures are postulated to influence the number of motivated offenders in an area: Population density increases the number of potential offenders, commercial or multiple use areas increase the number of visitors to an area, and the existence of a light-rail stop in the area can mean that the area is more easily accessible and has more visitors. It should be noted, however, that population density can be differently interpreted within the same theoretical framework; it can be understood to increase the number of guardians in an area and thus have a negative relationship with crime rates. The evidence in the literature regarding population density has been mixed, but the variable included here as GWR will be applied in an exploratory manner, allowing a more thorough examination of the relationship between density and violent crime.
Descriptive statistics for the violence and structural measures are shown in Table 1 .
A Global Model of Violence in Portland
A multivariate model was developed to estimate average levels of violence in Portland during the 1998 to 2002 period. The model was developed at the block group level using OLS regression. The model is considered to be global as one parameter is estimated for each variable included in the model. The relationships between predictor variables and the violence measure are assumed to be the same at all locations within Portland. The results of the model are shown in Table 2 . The table includes both unstandardized and standardized parameter estimates and collinearity statistics. Table 2 shows that 5 of 8 parameter estimates are significant, and all but one estimate are in the expected direction. Two measures of guardianship-heterogeneity and single-person households-were positively related to violence rates. These measures are hypothesized to foster violent crime by impeding a neighborhood's ability to mobilize resources for addressing crime problems and to develop social control. Two other guardianship measures, residential stability and percentage of married families, were negatively related to crime rates as they indicate areas where residents might be more invested in their neighborhood and more able to mobilize resources. These relationships are all as expected given an opportunity framework, ceteris paribus. The measure of concentrated affluence, ICE, was positively related to crime, indicating that areas with higher affluence have higher levels of violence. This result is highly unusual, and it is not clear why it occurred. The ramifications of this finding, however, are important as they indicate that, in Portland, areas with higher levels of affluence are experiencing high levels of violence. This finding is opposite to what is predicted by opportunity theory. The results of the GWR analysis will be used to explore this finding and explain why this result was obtained, helping to identify whether certain areas with a positive relationship between ICE and violent crime are influencing the global model.
The parameter estimate for population density in this model was significantly negative, in line with the interpretation of population density as a measure of guardianship. The coefficients for the multiple land use and light-rail stop measures were both significantly positive, supporting both as a measures of increased targets and offenders.
The results of the global model are encouraging, and the model explained 36% of the variance in violence rates, a result generally on par with criminal justice studies. However, this relatively low level of explanatory power is an indication that the global model may not be properly specified; GWR allows an opportunity to increase the explanatory power of the model by incorporating important spatial relationships. The variance inflation factors (VIFs) indicate that collinearity among the coefficients is low. Although the results of the model are promising, more than 60% of the variance in the violence measure is unexplained. There are several reasons for this level of unexplained variance. Some obvious determinants of violence that are missing from this model could improve the results. Specifically, the measures employed here may be too indirect and may not provide the best measures of targets, offenders, and guardians. Individual data collected from residents, whether averaged and included in an aggregate form or incorporated into a multilevel model, would improve measures of routine activities of residents and available targets, for instance, and better capture their effect on the three main elements of criminal opportunity. Furthermore, it is likely that local variations in the relationships between the predictor variables and the violence measures do exist, and failing to include this variation can reduce the explanatory power of the model. The effects of either type of misspecification (failing to include appropriate predictors in the model or failing to model spatial patterns) are compounded by the fact that the global OLS model is masking any variations in relationships between the independent and dependent variables. In any case, GWR can be utilized in an exploratory manner to examine the model's performance over space and speculate on possible improvements, whether those are including other measures in a global model or deciding that an explicitly spatial model is more appropriate.
GWR
One of the problems with estimating global regression models for spatial data is that variations over space that might exist in the data are suppressed. In the example given above, the relationship between a violence measure and violence predictors is assumed to be equal at every point in the study area, Portland. To explore whether this is an accurate representation of violence in the study area, a GWR model is useful. The starting point for development of a GWR model is the basic linear regression model, Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and Charlton (1996) , called GWR. Instead of estimating one parameter for each independent variable, GWR estimates local parameters. A parameter is estimated for each data location in the study area. The GWR model is thus expressed as,
where β ki is the value of β k at point i (Brunsdon et al., 1996; Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2002; Fotheringham et al., 2001) . For the present study, then, for each variable in the model, a parameter is estimated for each block group in Portland. GWR thus allows a "continuous surface of parameter values" (Fotheringham et al., 2001 , p. 52) that can be mapped for visual inspection. In a GWR model, parameters are estimated using a weighting function based on distance so that locations closest to the estimation point have more influence on the estimate. The GWR parameter estimates are solved using the following equation, given in matrix form,
where b î is the estimate of b i , the location-specific parameter, and W i is an n by n spatial weighting matrix "whose off-diagonal elements are zero and whose diagonal elements denote the geographical weighting of observed data for point i" (Fotheringham et al., 2001 , p. 52), as shown below,
In the spatial weighting matrix, w in is a weight of the data in block group n for estimation of the model around point i; for the present study, the point of estimation is each block group centroid. The weights can be calculated using a variety of methods; for this research, a Gaussian weighting function is employed. According to this weighting scheme, the weight, or influence, of other data on point i decreases with increased distance from point i. The decreasing weight follows a Gaussian curve. The use of a continuous weighting function such as this dictates that locations closest to the point of estimation are more strongly weighted in the calibration of the model. The weighting function employed here takes the form, where d ij is the Euclidean distance between a block group i, where the model is being calibrated, and another data point j, which in this case is another block group, and h "is a bandwidth that affects the distance-decay of the weighting function" (Fotheringham et al., 2001, p. 52) . Although previous work with GWR has shown that the use of different continuous weighting functions does not have much influence on the model (Fotheringham et al., 2001; Fotheringham et al., 2002) , selection of the bandwidth can significantly affect the model calibration. If the bandwidth is too large, the spatial variation will be low and the model at each point will tend toward the global model. If the bandwidth is too small, the number of data points used in estimation may become too low and result in instability in the parameter estimates. Here, the optimal bandwidth is determined through an iterative process to minimize the Akaike information criterion. For a more complete description of bandwidth calibration, see Brunsdon et al. (1996) and Fotheringham et al. (2002) .
The local regression model for this study was calibrated using GWR software developed by Fotheringham, Brunsdon, and Charlton (2003) . Along with providing the parameter estimates, R 2 values, and t-statistics for each parameter at each data point (block group centroid), the software performs a Monte-Carlo test for assessing the spatial variation in the relationships between the violence measure and explanatory measures. The test is an iterative process that involves randomly rearranging the data to different locations, recalculating parameter estimates and variances, and comparing those variances with the original model's variance (where the data were in the correct location). The result is a p value for each parameter that indicates whether significant spatial variation in the relationship between that parameter and the violence measure exists. There are other tests for spatial variation, but the Monte-Carlo process provides the most robust results. This type of test is important for determining whether a local regression model is indeed appropriate.
A Local Model of Violence in Portland
In the context of the present study, the application of GWR is warranted for several reasons. The OLS model, although promising, left more than 60% of the variance in the violence measure unexplained. Furthermore, one parameter estimate (ICE) had a counterintuitive direction. GWR offers an avenue of spatial data exploration in a regression-modeling framework. GWR also allows a speculation on whether the relationships between violence and the criminal opportunity measures are inherently spatial and can only be accurately modeled if space is explicitly accounted for, indicating directions for future work modeling crime in Portland and, more generally, modeling violent crime in urban areas.
The same independent and dependent variables used in the above OLS model were used to develop a GWR model. The optimal bandwidth was found to be 2.28 kilometers. This bandwidth distance is very similar to the optimal bandwidth found in Malczewski and Poetz's (2005) study of burglary using GWR. Together, these results support the idea that crime is a local occurrence and that local contexts should be considered in studies of crime, in line with routine activity theory's postulate that crime is a function of the daily activities of individuals.
The results indicate that the GWR model represents a statistically significant improvement over the global model at the .01 level. Where the global R 2 was .361, the average local R 2 produced by the GWR model was .86, representing a large improvement in explained variance. The Monte-Carlo tests for significant spatial variation provide evidence for the impor-tance of exploring spatiality in statistical models. The tests revealed that the relationships between the violence measure and 4 of the 8 independent measures display significant variation at the 5% level across the city of Portland. Those measures include the heterogeneity index, ICE, population density, and single-person households. Although the resulting set of parameter estimates for each variable can be mapped for visual inspection, perhaps more important are the patterns of t-values for the parameter estimates, revealing which areas have statistically significant estimates. First, the map of t-values for the heterogeneity index, shown in Figure 2 , loosely follows the pattern of actual values for this parameter. There are few negative parameter estimates, lending support to the OLS model that provided a positive estimate for racial heterogeneity. The lowest 25% of values of the heterogeneity index actually have the highest parameter estimates; 17% of the estimates for the lowest 25% of heterogeneity values are greater than the global estimate. The variable appears to have the greatest positive influence on the model where heterogeneity is lowest.
The measure of disadvantage, ICE, had a positive parameter estimate in the OLS model, a counterintuitive result that was difficult to explain in the opportunity framework. The map of t-values for the measure, shown in Figure 3 , reveals that the highly significant positive Cahill, Mulligan / Geographically Weighted Regression and Local Crime Patterns 183
Figure 2 t-Values for Heterogeneity Index Parameter Estimates

Figure 3 t-Values for Index of Concentration at the Extremes Parameter Estimates
Figure 4 t-Values for Population Density Parameter Estimates
values are mainly clustered in the southwest corner of the city, with some highly significant positive values on the eastern edge of the city. These are some of the most affluent areas of the city. Clusters of significant negative values are located in the center of town, and there are actually more block groups with significantly negative values than block groups with positive values; only 10% of the cases have significantly positive parameter estimates, whereas 30% have significantly negative parameter estimates. The 10% with significantly positive estimates have an average violence rate only slightly higher than the overall mean violence rate. The absolute values of the parameter estimates are much larger on the positive side, with the upper 9% of cases having a larger absolute value than the largest negative value. In addition, of those block groups in the upper 25% of ICE values, 20% had values in the upper 25% of parameter estimate values. High ICE values in many cases correspond with large positive coefficients for the ICE measure. The results also suggest that the global model may not capture some other relationship that could help explain the lack of correspondence between parameter estimates and concentrated affluence. A few extreme cases may be affecting the results of the global model, or the ICE measure may behave differently in relation to crime in different areas. It appears, however, that, overall, the theorized negative relationship between affluence and violence holds and that some extremely affluent areas of Portland have violence rates higher than expected but about average compared to the rest of the city. These affluent areas are likely affecting the results of the global model; these results highlight the importance of considering local relationships in crime studies.
Conflicting evidence exists regarding the relationship between population density and Cahill, Mulligan / Geographically Weighted Regression and Local Crime Patterns 185
Figure 5 t-Values for Single-Member Household Parameter Estimates
crime. In the global model, the measure had significantly negative parameter estimate, but the GWR results indicate that the parameter estimates do vary significantly across space. Figure 4 reveals that most significant estimates are negative, with a large cluster of these cases dominating the center of town. Less than 5% of the block groups have a significantly positive parameter estimate; the population density in these block groups is below the citywide average and violence rates are in the lowest 15% of all block groups citywide. The results indicate that although spatial variation of the parameter estimates may be significant, the vast majority of cases support the findings in the global model of an inverse relationship between population density and violence rates.
The pattern of significant parameter estimates for single-person households ( Figure 5 ) generally follows the pattern of actual values for that measure. The single-person-household parameter estimates are grouped into distinct clusters of positive and negative values. Estimates are positive in the downtown area, where the actual values for the variable are highest. Estimates are negative in the southwest corner of the city, a residential and affluent area where the average violence rate and average number of single-member households are lower than the citywide averages. This supports the finding in the OLS model that singleperson households serve to increase the number of targets and reduce guardianship, therefore contributing to higher levels of crime.
The GWR results for the most part supported the results of the OLS model, even while providing more insight into structural influences on violence in Portland. Table 3 provides the mean parameter estimate values for each measure to allow some comparison between the global and local models; all average estimates in the local GWR model have the same sign as their counterparts in the global model. The GWR results did, however, identify at least one measure, ICE, that should be more closely investigated in an attempt to determine why the patterns of actual values and parameter estimates do not coincide. The t-value maps also allowed visual inspection of areas where specific measures have a strong influence in the model (where the estimates are largest, or absolute values are highest). In addition, the t-value maps maps allowed local variations not captured by the OLS model to be identified. In several instances, both positive and negative values were estimated for a single measure. This highlights the importance of considering local context when modeling urban violence. The spatial significance tests provided further support for the application of GWR modeling when studying crime.
GWR Clusters
The exploratory utility of GWR parameters can be extended by clustering together locations with similar parameter values for all variables (i.e., where whole models of violence are similar). This synthesizes the often huge amount of output created by the GWR model and aids interpretation of multiple parameter estimate maps. In the present study, a hierarchical clustering method was applied to the block groups based on the eight parameter estimates and the intercept. Experimentation with a range of clusters (between 4 and 9) revealed that the optimal choice in terms of number of clusters was 6. When producing 5 or fewer clusters, a large cluster with more than 90% of the block groups was extracted. With more than 6 clusters, however, block groups were still not divided into evenly sized groups. With six clusters, the data clustered into four relatively small groups and two large groups that dominate the center and eastern parts of the city. Even when extracting a larger number of clusters from the data, this large group remained, whereas other groups were split into even smaller groups. To characterize each cluster group, descriptive statistics for actual variable values-to describe each area's structural characteristics-and parameter estimates-to characterize the model of violent crime in each area-are provided in Table  4 . Although significance tests are not appropriate for parameter estimates reported this way, the average values are useful for describing models in different parts of the city and can be compared to a reference model-the global OLS model. The table also provides information on the different components of violence to examine whether different types of violence are dominant in different areas. Each of the six clusters was named based on the average violence and structural measures to facilitate the discussion of cluster characteristics. Also included in the table is the number of block groups in each cluster (n). Together, the structural characteristics and violent crime models allow an investigation of like areas in the city and an exploration of areas where the relationship between violence and structural measures is similar.
The six clusters, shown in Figure 6 , are fairly geographically coherent, even though latitude and longitude variables were not included in the clustering calculations. Discriminant analysis confirmed that, overall, approximately 65% of the cluster members were correctly identified based on their location; that is, 65% of the members in all clusters were geographically near other members of the same cluster. By group, 65% of the members in the largest two groups, termed Midtown-High Violence and Downtown and I-205, were accurately assigned based on location, whereas only 40% of the members in the group termed Transitions were accurately assigned based on location.
The largest cluster, with 294 block groups, Midtown-High Violence, dominates the city east of the Willamette River, with a scattering of block groups west of the Willamette. This cluster has a very high overall violence rate. Recalling the geographic pattern of violence rates shown in Figure 1 , Midtown-High Violence contains most of the high-violence areas, but the average violence measure is slightly muted because the group is so large and also contains block groups with little violence. Because it is so large, the Midtown-High Violence cluster appears to be the average group, with midrange values on the structural measures. The second largest cluster with 121 block groups, Downtown and I-205, has the highest average violence rate. The cluster is not geographically coherent and is made up of small pockets of block groups across the city. The cluster captures all of Portland's downtown, where violence levels are the highest in the city, and also captures a section of block groups in the eastern half of the city along the Interstate 205 corridor. Recalling the pattern of violence rates shown in Figure 1 , this Interstate 205 area has higher-than-average violence rates. In addition to having high levels of violence, the Downtown and I-205 cluster contains areas with the highest levels of concentrated poverty, racial heterogeneity, multiple land uses, and population densities, combined with low residential stability. The Downtown and I-205 cluster supports the postulates of opportunity theory in that higher levels of violence are found in areas with lower levels of guardianship, higher levels of targets and offenders, and higher levels of disadvantage. In terms of the violence model, some of the smallest parameter estimates are found in the Midtown-High Violence and Downtown and I-205 clusters. One interesting finding is that these two clusters have negative values on the ICE measure; this finding reiterates the finding described above that the ICE parameter estimates are actually in the expected negative direction for most of the block groups. A small number of extremely affluent block groups, those grouped into the other four clusters, are influencing the performance of the ICE measure in the global model. The average models for the Midtown-High Violence and Cahill, Mulligan / Geographically Weighted Regression and Local Crime Patterns 189
Figure 6 Geographically Weighted Regression Clusters
Downtown and I-205 clusters reveal that, in general, the violence model is less sensitive to changes in structural measures where theory indicates that violence should be higher, that is, where poverty, densities, multiple land use, and heterogeneities are average to above average and stability, married families, and affluence are below average.
The rest of the city is divided into other small low-violence groups. Two small clusters in the southwestern tip of the city, Affluence-Low Violence and Residential-Low Violence, have the lowest average violence rates. These are more affluent areas of the city and experience very low violence rates, as shown in Figure 1 . The area is also not divided by any major highways, which are characterized by higher levels of violence in Portland. These two highly affluent clusters have some of the largest average parameter estimates, especially for the heterogeneity index and the ICE measure; the parameter estimates on the ICE measure are also positive. This result indicates that in these areas small changes in racial heterogeneity or in levels of affluence have a greater effect on the level of crime than in the two largest, high-violence clusters. Again, the characteristics of these clusters support opportunity theory in that they have low levels of violence, fewer indications of targets and offenders, and more indications of guardianship, including affluence.
The cluster termed Border families is split into three parts in the southwestern, northwestern, and eastern parts of the city, characterized by average violence rates with a high number of married families. The cluster termed Transitions geographically and structurally separates the two high-violence clusters from the three low to average violence clusters. The Transitions cluster experiences average levels of violence, affluence, density, and racial heterogeneity. This pattern of clustering, with several small clusters of low to average violence levels, may be masking some of the variation of violence across the city, but because the clusters were created on the parameter values, the grouping indicates that in the lower violence areas of Portland, violence levels similarly respond to changes in structural characteristics.
Another noteworthy result is that the signs for 5 of the 8 average parameter estimates are both positive and negative across clusters. That is, one cluster may have a negative value for a specific coefficient, whereas another cluster has a positive value for the same coefficient. The heterogeneity index and multiple land use terms are consistently positive across clusters, and the residential stability term is consistently negative across all clusters. In most cases, however, the range of means across clusters is small, and the switch from negative to positive values represents a very small change in absolute value. Also noteworthy is the number of average parameters that are close to zero; the multiple land use, married families, residential stability, and single-person household terms all display both very low average parameter estimates and very low ranges of values. This indicates that although statistically significant, these measures have a small affect on violence levels relative to the other structural measures in the model. The average parameter values allowed a consideration of groups with similar values on all the parameters, highlighting some of the main differences in structural measures and violence across the city of Portland.
Discussion
The application of GWR to a model of violence rates and its comparison to an OLS base model has yielded several striking results. Theoretically, the OLS model, although not as robust as hoped, did provide support for the criminal opportunity theory. Five of the 8 measures of the elements of opportunity-targets, offenders, and guardians-were significant, and 7 were in the expected direction. The ICE measure was the only variable with a counterintuitive result-a positive coefficient. The GWR results, however, provided insight to the model and revealed that most areas did indeed have a negative parameter estimate; areas with positive estimates tended to have extremely high levels of affluence. A smaller number of areas were affluent with a positive parameter estimate; 20% of block groups in the upper quartile of ICE values also had values in the upper quartile of parameter estimate values. High ICE values in many cases correspond with large positive coefficients for the ICE measure. One approach to further exploring this issue is to recalculate the ICE measure for all block groups using a higher income value to indicate affluence. Previous researchers have used family incomes of or close to $50,000 as the affluence threshold (Kubrin & Stewart, 2006; Morenoff et al., 2001) ; however, using only the top quartile-$75,000 and higher-might be a more accurate representation of affluence in Portland. Although the ICE result is still not completely explained, the OLS model masked important variation in the parameter, and the GWR results allowed some speculation as to the reason behind the counterintuitive result. The GWR results allow the researcher to focus an investigation on those areas where the model is not performing as expected.
Other GWR results for the most part strengthened the OLS findings. However, the spatial significance tests revealed that 4 of 8 parameters demonstrated significant variation over space; that is, the relationship between those parameters and the violence measure varied across the study area. One way to statistically model this result is to develop a mixed model where some parameters are allowed to vary over space and are estimated using the GWR methods described above, whereas other parameters in the model are fixed. The fixed parameters would have only one estimate, a global estimate that assumed the relationship between that measure and violence to be equal across space. This type of model would also allow dummy location variables, such as a "west of the Willamette River" variable, that may help explain some of the ICE-violence relationship to be included in the model without creating uninterpretable results.
The hierarchical clustering exercise resulted in six geographically coherent groups with similar overall models based on the GWR parameter estimates. The average values for each parameter within each group showed that the largest (positive or negative) parameter estimates were found in the Affluence-Low Violence and Residential-Low Violence clusters, where the average violence rates were the lowest of the six clusters. Smaller average parameter estimates (positive or negative) clustered in the Midtown-High Violence and Downtown and I-205 clusters, which surprisingly had the highest overall violence rates.
Although in support of opportunity theory, the OLS model was not as robust as was hoped, explaining only 36% of the variance in Portland's violent crime rates. The results, especially those for the ICE and heterogeneity variables, indicate that measures not included in the above models could improve the performance of both models. These measures were included as proxies for control or guardianship, and thus reconsidering the measures of guardianship employed in the present study could afford a stronger model. In addition, several of the measures, although significant, had very low parameter estimates, especially single-person households, married families, and population density. These guardianship measures might be too indirect, and the model might be improved with more
